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Put yourself in the driving
seat of research

When Innovative Farmers was launched in 2015,
it was on the back of one idea – that many of the
best ideas in farming come from farmers. We were
working with farmers whose ideas were transforming
their own businesses, but they were often going
it alone. At the same time, we were talking to
researchers who wanted their work to have real
impact, to work on projects that would be put into
practice straight away, rather than sit in a journal
gathering virtual dust.

The network was designed to bring these two groups
together: innovative farmers, who ensure the field
labs are relevant to their business and the research
stays practical, and progressive researchers who bring
rigour to the on-farm trials.
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The concept of farmer-led research is really gaining
traction. Field labs are increasingly being written
into research proposals and recently they have won
sponsorship from some of the UK’s main agricultural
research funders. This is not just a recognition of the
field lab model, but also of the vital role that farmers’
practical ingenuity can play in solving the challenges
we face.

In 2018, there are more field labs than ever. They’re
being driven by farmers and growers who want to
make their businesses more resilient and sustainable,
and they’re being supported by organisations that
see value in this approach to research. This journal
showcases some of the people and projects that are
driving farming forwards.

Researchers can learn a lot from small-scale,
farmer-led innovation. Likewise, farmers can
learn from researchers how to design trials that
deliver robust results, as well as picking their
brains about cutting edge scientific knowledge
Professor Tim Benton, University of Leeds
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How does it work?

Agricultural research
happens at all scales
From one farmer treating half a field
with a soil amendment and measuring
the effects to a
year, multi-millionpound project to
develop a new variety
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They’re led by groups of
farmers, on the issues
which matter to them
There's a place for
everything. But
many of the

The group are matched with a
researcher to help design the
trial and analyse the results. In
return, the researcher gets to
work on projects that have
real impact

best
ideas
in farming
come from

£

farmers
There’s a dedicated
research fund of up to
Innovative Farmers is a network
of people who want to change this

‘field labs’

The network runs
,
practical trials that are on-farm and
hands-on

And less than
an estimated

1%
3

of agricultural
research funding is
spent on projects led
by farmers

A
B

£10,000 for
each field lab

So far, this fund has invested

£175k

, covering field lab
costs like soil testing and seeds

C
And everything the groups
find out is shared online, so
everyone benefits
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Alternatives for terminating
cover crops
# No. of triallists: 5
Member funded

The way the lab is structured means that
the results come from the trial hosts’
practical experience
Helen Holmes, ADAS

Coordinator: Liz Bowles
Researchers: Helen Holmes and Sarah Cook, ADAS

A range of cover crop mixes have been sown, including buckwheat, mustard, radish, phacelia, oats,
peas and beans. Techniques to kill the cover crops such as crimper rollers, grazing sheep, flailing and
mulching will be compared, then establishment of the following cash crop will be measured.

James Alexander, Oxfordshire | Contract drilling 1,000 acres of organic and
non-organic land.
What are you trialling in this field lab?
We are looking to measure different methods of
destroying cover crops and how this affects the next
crop. All of us in the group were looking to get away
from using glyphosate. Obviously, the organic side
can’t use it but the conventional farmers are also
looking to reduce its use.

What would a successful trial mean for your
business?
As my business is both organic and non-organic, we
learn a lot from both approaches. With organic you
obviously haven’t got any chemical options, so if we
can find a reliable method of controlling a cover crop
I’d go no-till organic. I’ve been told it’s not possible
because of our climate, but the more I’ve read and
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learnt about the issue the more I’ve understood that
it’s to do with cover crop species, and what you do
before and after. If I can get organic no-till to work
then I see no reason why we can’t bring those ideas on
to the conventional farm and use a lot less chemicals
than we are at the moment.
How have you found working with the
researchers?
Trialling new ideas is time consuming, so from a
farmer’s point of view ADAS have made the set up
very easy as it’s all done on tramline whips. I think
every farmer in the country does a couple of trials a
year but this knowledge might just stay on the farm.
We can do the bulk of the work, the scientific support
just helps us get going and get the word out there.
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Does anaerobic digestate
benefit soil health?
# No. of triallists: 10
Sponsor: Agri-Tech East

I think people have a hunch digestate
might do their soil some good but at
the moment there is no measurement
of what good is
Patrick Allpress

Coordinator: Belinda Clarke, Agri-Tech East
Researchers: Lydia Smith, NIAB and Ruben Sakrabani,
Cranfield University

The group will be trialling drilled cover crops (including buckwheat, fodder radish, vetch and black
oat) to improve soil structure and organic matter, as well as ways to reduce N loss in the digestate.

Patrick Allpress, Cambridgeshire | 2,800 acres of vegetable production,
specialising in leeks and onions.
How did you get involved in the field lab?
In 2014, we installed a 500 megawatts AD plant
which is fed with vegetable trimmings from the farm.
It’s currently producing about 12,000 cubic metres
of digestate a year. I felt that it could be a valuable
resource, capable of improving and enriching the
soil, but I didn’t know enough about its effects. So, we
approached NIAB, who are connected to Agri-Tech
East and they suggested we join Innovative Farmers
to plan a field lab.
What are you hoping to find out?
I think people have a hunch digestate might do
their soil some good but at the moment there is no
measurement of what good is. We’ll be looking at the
soil pre and post-application, to see if there is any
different activity that is related to the digestate.
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I’m hoping where the digestate has been spread on
a cover crop, it’s going to put more back into the
soil. It’s really a long-term aim: putting more carbon
back into the soil and increasing biological activity,
meaning we can grow better crops.
What are the benefits of working in a group?
It is useful discussing the trial with other farmers,
as everyone has a different approach. We’re not
competing against each other, this is just a means
of testing the science and growing our knowledge.
We also worked with an excellent PhD student to
put more science behind the measurements we are
using. It’s important that farmers are supported
in this way, we need all sorts of parties to drive
agricultural research.
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Assessing the mineral
content of herbal leys
# No. of triallists: 6
Member funded

Coordinator: Luppo Diepenbroek
Researcher: Nigel Kendall, Nottingham University

The group are collecting 200 samples of herbal leys and analysing the mineral content.
Comparisons will be made between farms and soil types, to identify differences and perhaps
why they are occuring.

Luppo Diepenbroek, Okehampton, Devon | Consultant and animal nutritionist.
What is the trial hoping to achieve?
We’re looking at mineral levels in different plants in a
herbal ley, amongst others; plantain, chicory, rye grass
and different legumes. We want to look at whether
diverse leys can help address mineral deficiencies, like
for example the low iodine levels we’ve been seeing in
in organic milk, or selenium deficiencies we’ve seen in
some parts of the UK.
Some herbal leys are incredibly deep rooting and
resilient and that’s another reason why we want
to analyse minerals. If deep rooted herbal leys are
helping bring up minerals from deeper down in the
soil profile are they giving us a different mineral
profile, do the mineral profiles for herbal leys differ
from farm to farm depending on soil types, and do the
mineral levels change throughout the year?
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Why is this important to the group?
Dairy farmers are keen to find ways of avoiding
mineral deficiencies in their livestock without buying
in supplementary minerals. The group were delighted
to find out that plants like chicory contain three times
the amount of calcium that grass does.
Is there anything else you’d like to achieve with
the trial?
Once we have the test samples of different plants, it
might also be worth studying the compound in the
herbs that might lead to a reduction in worms. It is
said that herbs that contain lactones reduce worm
burden, but no one knows the level of lactones in
each particular herb – so that would make a really
interesting study.

The group were delighted to find out that
plants like chicory contain three times
the amount of calcium that grass does
Luppo Diepenbroek
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Coming up in 2018
These are just some of the new field labs this year.
Find the full list at www.innovativefarmers.org
Herbal leys for dairy
A new group in and around Wiltshire are investigating
the nutritional properties of herbal leys and their
effects on herd health and milk quality.
Mastitis typing
Following on from the first field lab investigating
the rapid assessment of mastitis bacteria to target
antibiotic use, this field lab is looking to expand the
trial and test other kits.

Battling potato blight
This new field lab is interested in the effect of mesh
covering and other techniques for combating blight
without copper in smaller scale potato production.

Zone tillage
Riverford growers are developing bespoke machinery
to trial zone tillage techniques.
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Novel feed in poultry and pigs
Three field labs will be investigating new ideas for
monogastric feed as part of a new project starting
in 2018.

Iron deficiency in calves
A new field lab is developing to tackle iron deficiency
using different techniques and measuring the effects.
Willow woodchip for scab
There is interest in running a trial investigating the
potential of applying willow woodchip to reduce
scab in apples and pears.

Biochar
Field labs are developing around the potential of
biochar on dairy cow yield and calf growth rate, and
arable crop yield and soil health.
Get in touch if you’d like to get involved.
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Producing homegrown protein
crops for livestock
# No. of triallists: 12
Sponsor: Mole Valley
Farmers

Nigel Mapstone, Mole Valley Farmers
Researcher: Hannah Jones, University of Reading

This field lab is investigating various organic, combinable protein crops including lupins and soya,
all to be used as livestock feed.

Paul Redmore, Neston Home Farm, Wiltshire | Farms 1,400 acres with arable,
beef, dairy and lamb enterprises.
How have you found the first trialling lupins?
It’s been a learning curve to see if they grow or not.
This year’s weather made it probably the worst year
we could have tried them, so we’re keen to extend the
trial into 2018. Next year we’ll be much further ahead
as we’ll have learnt from our experience this year.
What have you learnt?
I think plant population is critical. Where we had
good numbers, weeds were not an issue. Lupins are
quite an open crop, so if you have bad weather and
they don’t establish well, the weeds tend to challenge
them. Next year we’re going to give them a go on a
larger plot, as we’ll get a better picture of what’s
going on.
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You can’t go on one year alone really as there are so
many variables in a field trial situation. It’s a bit like
organic farming. Every year you learn a bit more,
and over time you start to accumulate a mosaic of
knowledge to inform decisions.

How did you find working in a group?
The more farmers that get off their farms the better,
otherwise we’re all a bit cocooned. Generally, you stay
in your own little silo. I’m in my ‘running the farm’ silo
and Mole Valley are in their ‘producing & selling feed’
silo. Unless you talk to each other you’re not going
to start understanding where the problems are. So
getting different people together and finding common
problems is a really helpful exercise.

Over time you start to accumulate
a mosaic of knowledge to inform
decisions
Paul Redmore
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Cover crops for better hops
# No. of triallists: 11
Sponsor: Charles Faram Ltd

Coordinator: Rob Saunders
Researcher: Emma Tillson, East Malling Research

A variety of cover crop mixes have been sown into hop yards in alternate rows post-harvest. The aim
is to maintain soil temperature, enrich and improve structure in otherwise compacted soils in this
long term crop.

Ali & Richard Capper, Herefordshire | 200 acres of apples and hops
What challenge are you facing?
It all comes back to a soil-borne disease called
Verticillium Wilt which appeared in hop yards after
the Second World War. It can be introduced through
cultivation and once contracted, the only failsafe
method of getting rid of it is to kill off the plants and
leave the ground fallow.
The other challenge is that hops are grown from
perennial stock, live for up to twenty years, and are
cut back to the ground when harvested. This means
virtually no organic matter is returned to the soil
during the cropping cycle, so soils become depleted.
Some growers are using farmyard manure to enrich
their soils but it’s expensive to buy and expensive
to spread, so we’ve become increasingly reliant
on artificial fertiliser. Many of us would prefer to
use cover crops to enrich the soil, but the risk of
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introducing Verticillium Wilt, either through the
cultivation, or through choosing the wrong crop, is too
high for most growers.
So, you’re setting up a field lab?
Yes. There’s such an exciting movement in soil science
right now, I’m sure some of that knowledge could
help us find a more natural way of getting nutrients
back into our soils. There are a few growers who’ve
been trialling cover crops on their own, but with the
field lab we want to bring this knowledge together
so that the whole industry can benefit. The trial will
allow us to assess a range of different cover crops,
methodically and scientifically. It’s very early days,
we still need to choose the right crops, but the hope is
that off the back of the field lab, all hop growers will
be able to introduce nutrients naturally into
their soils.

There’s such an exciting movement in
soil science right now, I’m sure some
of that knowledge could help us find a
more natural way of getting nutrients
back into our soils
Ali Capper
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Improving soil health
across a shared rotation
# No. of triallists: 3
Sponsor: AHDB Greatsoils

The main aim is to get farmers to sit
down at the table together and discuss a
long-term strategy for their soil health
Anja Viewejer, Organic Research Centre

Coordinator: Jerry Alford
Researcher: Anja Vieweger, Organic Research Centre

Jepco share their land with two other businesses, Loveden Estates and Worth Farms, with each
bringing different crops to the rotation. In this GREATsoils field lab, Jepco worked with their
neighbours to design a cover crop trial that would work across their shared rotation.

Phillip Hubbert, Jepco Lincolnshire | growing 1,600 acres of salad crops across
the East of England
How were you investing in soil before the trial?
Working in a rotation meant we were all focusing on
the needs of this year’s crop. It’s not that soil health
wasn’t a priority for us, more that we were looking at
things year on year. When we sat down as a group we
all agreed that long term soil health was the top factor
that was going to benefit us all.

What are the early results?
We have found a positive increase in lettuce yield after
overwintering cover crops, compared to bare soils.
We have also seen a perceived reduction in fuel use
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in soil cultivations, and better water infiltration after
heavy rain falls in the lettuce fields which have had an
overwintered cover crop, compared to fields which
were ploughed or left as an over winter stubble.
What was interesting was that these benefits were
seen as part of the process to improve soil health,
and during discussions it was plain that all three
businesses wanted to see further improvements.
Reducing the dependence on ploughing, improving
water retention and the potential to reduce fertiliser
costs were some of the long-term intentions across all
our businesses.
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Diverse leys for
wet conditions
# No. of triallists: 1
Sponsor: Buccleuch

Coordinator: David Michie
Researcher: SRUC

Innovative Farmers have partnered with the Future Farming Scotland Programme on field labs
since 2013. Alice Muir is just one of the farmers who has been involved.

Alice Muir, Mouldyhills farm, Buccleuch Estates, Dumfrieshire | 250 acres
grazing 1300 sheep, there are plans to convert some of the land to forestry
next year.
Tell us a bit about your field lab
The main objective is to see which ley mixture will
provide the best grass for over wintering sheep. We’re
currently looking at five different leys: a herbal ley
with 15 different varieties of seed; a herbal ley with
7 varieties; a persistent rye grass mixture; a high
protein rye grass and a wet ground rye grass mix.
We want to find the mix that can reduce poaching
over winter. As a side note, we’re also interested in
monitoring livestock growth to see if the lambs finish
quicker on the herbal or the rye grass plots.
We’re using soil testing, soil structure testing and
Agrinet, to allow us to check soil quality and track
how much forage yield has been produced per day.
Once the trial is complete, and we have all our results,
we’ll be looking to pick the best performing ley
overall, and sow it across the whole farm.
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What have you discovered so far?
We have found that the fields are much wetter since
ploughing. This is likely because they had previously
been flat-lifted (sub-soiled) and they will likely need
this again in the summer. In terms of the grass, the
persistent ley appears to have achieved the highest
growth over the period so far.

How have you found sharing your findings with
other farmers?
As much as anything it was great to meet people from
other wet farms who understood our predicament.
We always say how wet the farm is but no one actually
understands until they visit us or unless they live on
a similar farm. So it was nice to know that others are
making a success of wet farms and that we are likely
to improve the land substantially if we continue to
work on it.

As much as anything it was great to
meet people from other wet farms who
understood our predicament
Alice Muir
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Who’s involved?
Innovative Farmers is a network, made up of a growing group of progressive
farmers, growers, land managers and advisors; working together to tackle the
stark challenges which farming faces. There are more than 400 farmer and
grower members, with 20 research institutions supporting the field labs.
The network is part of the Duchy Future Farming Programme, and is funded
by the Prince of Wales’s Charitable Foundation through the sales of Waitrose
Duchy Organic products.

Increasingly, other progressive companies and farming institutions are investing
in the network, seeing the value in supporting farmer-led research.

Innovative Farmers is backed by a team from LEAF (Linking Environment and
Farming), Innovation for Agriculture, the Organic Research Centre and the Soil
Association.

And you?
1. Get involved, for free: The support of field lab sponsors
mean that many field labs are free to join.
2. Got an idea that isn’t in this journal? You could get
funding and support to test it out. Just get in touch with the
team on 0117 987 4572.
3. Join: If you just want to stay up to date with the latest field
lab findings, sign up at www.innovativefarmers.org/join

LINKING ENVIRONMENT AND FARMING
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